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Resumen

Este proyecto final de carrera es un estudio global del almacén que España tiene que
construir en los próximos años para recoger todo el combustible gastado de las centrales
nucleares, así como los residuos de alta actividad procedentes del reproceso del combustible
nuclear. Esta instalación se denomina Almacén Temporal Centralizado (ATC). Se han
tratado los siguientes temas:
•

Estudio de las necesidades. El parque de centrales nucleares españolas incluye 8
centrales en operación y 2 en desmantelamiento. Producen 20% de la electricidad
consumida en el país, y generan combustible irradiado. Es necesario analizar las
descargas de elementos de combustible de cada reactor a lo largo de su vida para
diseñar el ATC, así como caracterizar cada elemento (composición, potencia térmica,
etc.). Este aspecto técnico y estadístico se ha hecho para cada central con datos
confidenciales proporcionado por el Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear.

•

Propuestas de ubicación. Esta instalación se tiene que colocar de una manera
razonada y aceptada, desde un punto de vista económico, técnico, medioambiental,
y social. Se han estudiado varias propuestas de emplazamientos.

•

Diseño técnico. Se han analizado aspectos del diseño nuclear y térmico del ATC. Un
conocimiento de estos campos puede ser útil al lector. El objetivo es obtener órdenes
de magnitud e identificar los puntos que necesitan estudios más detallados.

•

Aspecto legislativo. Esta parte presenta el proceso de licenciamiento del proyecto,
por parte del Ministerio de Industria y del Ministerio del Medio Ambiente. Este
proceso conduce a una planificación del proyecto.

•

Presupuesto. Tener algunos conceptos de coste siempre es interesante para el
ingeniero. Se prevén aquí los costes de compra del terreno, de construcción, y de
explotación del ATC.

Esta memoria contiene una sinopsis de cómo se gestionan temporalmente en España los
residuos de alta actividad y el combustible gastado, en el día de hoy y durante los años que
vienen. A lo largo del proyecto se incluyen comentarios de tipo personal, que se exponen en
la forma más honesta y objetiva posible.
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Glossary
In this glossary, I will try and put all the acronyms used in English, and very few in Spanish or
French.
AFRI

Away From Reactor Installation (“Almacén Temporal Centralizado”)

ATI

“Almacén Temporal Individual” (#”Almacén Temporal Centralizado”)

AGP

“Almacenamiento Geologico Profundo”

ANDRA

“Agence Nationale des Déchêts RadioActifs” (http://www.andra.fr)

BWR

Boiling Water Reactor

CEA

“Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique” (http://www.cea.fr)

COVRA

“Centrale Organisatie Voor Radioactief Afval” (http://www.covra-nv.nl)

CSN

“Consejo de Seguridad Nacional” (http://www.csn.es)

DIA

“Declaración de Impacto Ambiental” (report on the environmental impact)

EIA

“Estudio de Impacto Ambiental” (study of the environmental impact)

ENRESA

“Empresa Nacional de Residuos Radioactivos SA” (http://www.enresa.es)

FA

Fuel Assemblies

ISFSI

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (“Almacén Temporal Individual”)

NPP

Nuclear Power Plant

NRC

US National Regulatory Commission (http://www.nrc.gov)

PF

Products of fission

PGRR

“Plan General de Residuos Radioactivos”

PWR

Pressurized Water Reactor

TU

TransUraniums

UNGG

“Uranium Naturel Graphite Gaz”
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Preface

The origin of this end-of-studies assignment was a proposition of Professor Carlos Tapia,
whose contacts inside the “Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear” (CSN) were interested in having
an external point of view concerning the Spanish project of Away From Reactor Installation
(AFRI).
Storing radioactive wastes, as well as other processes dealing with nuclear matters, is always
a delicate task. Besides of technical requirements, it demands an important work of
organization and communication with every actors of the project. To get it working, not only
the technical and juridical organisms have to be on the same wavelength, but the people
living nearby the facility have to understand and adhere to the proposal as well.

When I started to write this document, it means at the beginning of springs 2006, the
construction of the Spanish AFRI was a hot issue, and I kept updating my writing until the
end. I had to freeze the information around the 15th of May, for practical and obvious reasons.
Apart from public information, I had the opportunity to get from the CSN the paper database,
for each Spanish Nuclear Power Plants (NPP), inventorying the spent fuels. From all of them I
produced a general access database, and various analysis of it. Everything has been hanged
out to the CSN, as settled with Professor Carlos Tapia. Only the main results are hereby
published, the confidential clause being thus respected.
The writing has been done in English to make easier the reading by the non-Spanish
speakers: my French professors, the Netherlanders of the “Centrale Organisatie Voor
Radioactief Afval” (COVRA) who gave me information about their new AFRI, and so on.
Never the less, the date’s format is still dd/mm/aaaa.
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Introduction

My end-of-studies assignment deals with the basic project for a storage facility in Spain.
Almost every high-level radioactive waste of the country will go through this facility. It will be a
place run by the Empresa Nacional de Residuos Radioactivos SA (ENRESA), the Spanish
institution in charge of all the radioactive wastes (cf. section 4.1).

As the term “storage” implies it, the parcels
will stay there on a temporary basis. Finally,
they will get to a “disposal” facility. This is the
same case in all the European countries: “wait
and see”. See how the research will provide
us with a better way to separate and
transmute the wastes, to confine them, and to
stock them in safe disposals.

Temporary

Final

Storage

Disposal

“Almacenamiento”

“Repositorio”

“Entreposage”

“Stockage”

Trans. 0.1

Storage vocabulary

Those 3 axes of investigation were the ones given in France by the law “Bataille” of 1991 [1].
It settled a moratorium of 15 years, concerning the disposal of high-level wastes. In a few
months, the French parliament will have to determine the way this country wants to deal with
them. Building a disposal in a stable and isolated geological layer (AGP disposal) seems to
be the most probable solution.

In Spain, on the contrary, this decision will not be made before long. By this time,
approximately 160 tons of high-level radioactive substances have to be stored each year. As
it is easier to control and less expensive to store them in a centralized installation, ENRESA
proposed to construct an AFRI in one of the 7 Spanish NPP sites.

In the following pages, the main aspects of this project will be studied, from the needs
justifying its construction to its budget. The heart of this document will be a collect and an
analysis of data coming from the CSN, the COVRA, and the public sources of information.
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1. Needs in matter of Fuel Assemblies and wastes

1.1. Type and number of items
The Spanish AFRI will have to store three main types of items: wastes coming from
reprocessing the nuclear fuel, spent Fuel Assemblies (FA) directly coming from the pool of
the NPP, and spent fuel coming from Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSI).

1.1.1.

High Level Wastes’ containers coming from Marcoule (France).

As settled in the contract between France and Spain, all the spent fuel of the NPP of
Vandellos 1 has been sent to reprocessing in the French plant of Marcoule (“Atelier de
Vitrification de Marcoule”, CEA). As there is a law in France prohibiting the storage of foreign
radioactive wastes on the long run, the containers coming from the reprocessing have to go
back to Spain before the 1st of January 2011. The fee for each day of delay will be 60 000€
[2].
It represents 84 containers [3], whose characteristics are the following:
Official denomination: F1-4-01
Height: 1015 mm
Diameter: 498 mm
Utile volume: 175L
Mass: 410 kg (including the 50 kg of the container)
Thermal power: 300W/container approximately, in 2000

Fig 1.1

Container
F1-4-01

Those technical pieces of information come from the French
inventory of 2006 [4]. This inventory, done by ANDRA (French
equivalent to the Spanish ENRESA), is of public knowledge,
while the Spanish one is not.

Very low heat production is explained by the long cooling time
and by the fact that the fuel had a low burn up (cf. 3.2.2.2). It will represent less than 25kW for
the all batch.
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In that document, it will not be taken into account neither the wastes nor the valuable
elements (Uranium, Plutonium) coming from the reprocess of the spent FA of Zorita and
Santa María de Garoña. Those NPP, during the first years of operation (12 for Zorita and 6
for Garoña), have sent their spent fuel to the British Nuclear Fuel Limited (BNFL)
reprocessing plant. Spain should be delivered with the valuable materials coming from
reprocessing, but a definitive agreement is still in discussion.

1.1.2.

Fig 1.2

Spent fuel assemblies

Loading of a FA in a cask

The types and number of FA coming out from the
10 Spanish NPP are well known [5]. But we can
only estimate how many will come out of the 8
NPP still operating (Vandellos 1 stopped after the
accident of the 19th of October 1989, and Zorita
stopped on the 30th of April 2006 after 36 years
of operation). Besides, it is necessary to design
the facility thinking of a hypothetical extension to
prevail to an eventual increasing of the number of
NPP.

The database I have produced for the CSN allows having a very clear overview of the
assemblies already removed from the 10 Spanish reactors, and making an estimation of the
future unloading of the reactors still operating. On the following fig (1.3), we can see the 10 of
them, with their lifetime supposed to be of 40 years. As almost everywhere else in my work, I
have not considered the NPP of Cofrentes into the forecasting. I received the data from the
CSN while finishing this document. Never the less, the data has been added to the base, and
a rough estimation has been done to dimension .the facility.
Among the 10 NPP, 3 types can be distinguished: the 7 NPP working with pressurized water
as cooling fluid for the primary circuit (Pressurized Water Reactor: PWR), the 2 NPP (Garoña
and Cofrentes) working with boiling water as cooling fluid (Boiling Water Reactor: BWR), and
the special case of Vandellos 1 which design was from the French first generation (Natural
Uranium Graphite-Gas: UNGG). BWR need almost twice more fuel FA, but they are smaller
in size and heat production than the assemblies of the PWR. Cf. appendix A1 for details on
each of 10 NPP.
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Until now, 7304 fuel assemblies have been unloaded (10264 FA Cofrentes included). If we
stick to the actual rate, 7199 more will be unloaded until 2028 (10599 Cofrentes included).
2028 is the estimated date of shut down for the latest built NPP (a lifetime of 40 years has
been considered). Cf. appendices A2 y A3 for details on the forecast. On the fig 1.3, data is in
red, and forecast in green. On this fig, we can see clearly the change of duration of the cycle
of loading, from 12 to 18 months. Only Trillo still has to pass at 18 months cycle, but I didn’t
predict it, as it doesn’t change anything as far as the number of FA unloaded is concerned.
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Fig 1.3
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Quick overview of the unloading of spent fuel assemblies by the 10 Spanish NPP.
In red the data, and in green the forecast (Cofrentes’ one is purposely missing)
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Right now, those 10054 FA are stored in the pool of each NPP. But they are about to get
saturated. To increase their capacity of storage, all of them have been “reracked” between
1988 and 1998. This operation consists in minimizing the distance between each assembly. It
is achieved by using materials with higher capacity of neutron absorption for the rack, and by
taking into account the burn up of each assembly (instead of using a conservative maximized
one). Even after reracking, only the NPP of Zorita (closed on April 2006) and Garoña
(supposed to close during 2011) are able to store all their spent fuel until the end of lifetime.

[ Fuel Assemblies (FA) ]
Operational
Total
Core
Effective Occupie
NPP
Capacity Reserve Capacity
d
Garoña
2 609
400
2 209
1 748
Almaraz I
1 804
157
1 647
1 008
Almaraz II
1 804
157
1 647
936
Ascó I
1 421
157
1 264
904
Ascó II
1 421
157
1 264
884
Cofrentes
4 186
624
3 562
2 960
Vandellós II
1 594
157
1 437
780
Trillo I
805
177
628
526
ATI of Trillo
1 680
1 470
210
SUM 17 324
1 986
15 338
9 956

[%]
Occupatio
n Ratio
79,13%
61,20%
56,83%
71,52%
69,94%
83,10%
54,28%
83,76%
12,50%
64,91%

Stopped
Total
Core
Effective
NPP
Capacity Reserve Capacity
José Cabrera
548
69
479
Vandellós I
SUM
548
69
479

Occupie
d
308

Occupatio
n Ratio
64,30%

308

64,30%

Total
Core
Effective
GLOBAL
Capacity Reserve Capacity
SUM
17 872
2 055
15 817

Occupie
d
10 264

Occupatio
n Ratio
64,89%

[FA]

[year]
Saturated
Available
in
461
never
639
2 021
711
2 022
360
2 013
380
2 015
602
2 009
657
2 020
102
never
1 470
never
5 382

Available
171

Saturated
in
never

171

Available
5 553

Table 1.1 Pool capacities in March 2006 and estimated dates of saturation

Excepted for Cofrentes, the AFRI would avoid the saturation of the pools if finished and
activated before 2013. Concerning Cofrentes, an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
(ISFSI) could be constructed, but another possibility would be the transport of a few casks to
the NPP to the ISFSI of Trillo.
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Concerning my hypothesis of 40 years lifetime for the
NPP, another way to check it out would be a quick math
done thanks to the capacity of storage of Trillo’s ISFSI
(or "Almacén Temporal Centralizado”: ATI).
Summing the capacity of the pool and of the ATI, and if
we suppose that it has been designed to host every FA
unloaded until the end of the operation of the NPP, we
can deduce this duration.
It is done in the table 1.2. The storage capacity can be
evaluated to 47 years of operation. It confirms the order
of magnitude. An extension to 45 years could have be
done, but no much more.

Capacity available on nov 2005
[FA]
ATI
1470
Pool
628
sum
2098
supposed to be
unloaded with the
hypothesis of a lifetime
of 40 years [FA]

1629

difference [FA]
which means in
extension of the 40
years lifetime (66
FA/year)

469
7,1

Table 1.2 Lifetime of Trillo 1
implied by the ATI’s design

1.1.3.

The casks coming from Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations

Trillo 1 has a German design, and as a consequence has a very little pool. An ISFSI has
been hence built and activated in August 2002. Since this date, 10 casks (each containing 21
FA) have been stored in this facility. Those casks have been designed for storage and
transport (doble purpose casks).
Their main specifics are the following [6]:
Height: 7 280 mm
Diameter: 3 069 mm
Capacity: 17 a 21 Fuel Assemblies
Thermal power: up to 26 KW
Conditions concerning the FA:
- 4,0 % of maximum enrichment
- 40 000 MWd/tU of maximum burn-up
- unloaded more than 5 years before the constitution of
the bundle
Fig 1.4

A double purpose cask
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The transport to the AFR facility of those casks will not be an emergency from a technical
point of view. But the owners of the land (cf. appendix A1) will not agree to pay for the AFRI
while still having a surface used for storage inside their property. They will require the
transport of the casks to the AFRI, in order to be able to use the ground for other purposes
(such as the construction of a combined-cycle power plant).
When the transport will be done (cf. paragraph 3.2.7 and appendix A4 concerning those
transports’ dates), it will be necessary to dismount the casks, and to put the FA into new
canisters adapted to the wells. In the general forecast needed to dimension the AFRI, those
210 FA have been taken into account.

1.2. Duration needed of storage
As far as the lifetime of the AFRI is concerned, it is rather an administrative than a technical
matter. In effect, once stored, the FA and their casks will not undergo any major changes.
The oxidation in the conditions of storage is almost inexistent. The first signs of it will appear
after hundreds of years. But they will appear, as the problem of the increasing of pressure,
due to production of He (α particles), in the very long run. Never the less, that is why an
authorization of exploitation has always a date of nullity.
The larger lifetime ENRESA will try and get authorized for the AFRI, the more difficult will be
the process of authorization. In addition, it will always be possible to ask for an extended
authorization of exploitation it. With the sight of other countries’ AFRI, 110 years seems to be
a maximum for a first licensing process.
A minimum would be a time allowing:
- the Spanish scientific community to wait and see how the disposal technology will
evolve (in 20 to 40 years, the progress will be considerable and valuable)
- to initiate the discussion process among the Spanish society, and find the best
accepted solution (current status for the AFRI; it can spread from 2 to 4 years)
- to license and construct the AGP facility (around 10 years; the project’s dimension is
different from the AFRI and will require more resources)
To sum up, the lifetime of the AFRI should be between 60 and 110 years, with the eventuality
of extending it if necessary.
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2. Location

2.1. Requirements

For storage installations, on the contrary of disposal installations, there is no need of a
geological study. Ground’s capacity of containment is irrelevant.
Never the less, it is important to study the following points of the location:
- fauna and flora environment, surrounding natural resources
(Possible consequences of the operation of the installation have to be evaluated)
- weather and possibility of natural disaster
(It can be criteria for choosing but will never prevent the construction)
- human presence and activities
(It is obvious that the less habitants and the smaller flow of persons, the better)
- roads and accessibility of the location
(It has to be central, well connected, and in a easy-to-work area)

My point is that there are enough nuclear installations in Spain to allow us to choose one of
them to construct the AFR storage. All the environmental requirements would be already
fulfilled, and the local population would not oppose as much resistance as it would be in a
“nuclear free” area. Besides, ENRESA would make a deal easily with the owner, sparing time
and money.
After some investigations, I found that it is exactly what the president of the ENRESA (José
Alejandro Pina) told to the Spanish senate on the 12 of May 2005 [7].
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2.2. Propositions
Even if theoretically any of the 7 Spanish NPP sites could be candidate to host the AFRI, all
of them won’t be. The first and simple reason is because all of them do not have the sufficient
space to do it (Asco and Cofrentes are in this case).

Fig 2.1

10 reactors (2 of them are stopped) distributed on 7 sites

As we can see on the figure 2.1, the two more central sites are José Cabrera (near Zorita de
los Canes) and Trillo 1 (near Trillo). But we have to moderate those distances by the number
of Fuel Assemblies needing to be transported out of each NPP. Here is the result of the
moderation, the details being available in the appendix A5.
Classification by distance
[10^6 kms.FA]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Trillo
Asco
Zorita
Cofrentes
Vandellos
Almaraz
Garoña

Table. 2.1.

4,63
4,81
5,09
5,49
5,50
6,36
6,54

100%
104%
110%
119%
119%
137%
141%

Moderated Road distances
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Almaraz and Garoña are clearly below the 5 other sites. Constructing the AFRI there would
increase costs, complexity and risk of the transports. Asco and Cofrentes will not have the
sufficient space to host an AFRI. As a result, Trillo, Zorita, and Vandellos seem to be the 3
most probable candidates.

Still in the transport field, a very interesting data is the distance to the nearest railroad.
Transporting Fuel Assemblies and wastes by train is much easier, safer, and last but not
least, much more low cost. Among the three sites mentioned above, only Vandellos has a
railroad inside the facility. But constructing an extension to the nearest railroad is far from
inappropriate. It would actually improve the global communication between the NPP’s web.
Distances to the nearest railroad
[kms]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Vandellos
Asco
Almaraz
Garoña
Trillo
Cofrentes
Zorita

Vandellos
Asco
Casatejada
Miranda de Ebro
Almadrones
Requena
Guadalajara

0
0
8,5
30
34
36
57

The first column indicates the nearest town
from the NPP, the second is the one from
which an extension of the railroad would be
possible. The third column gives the distance
between those 2 locations.

Table 2.2 Distances to the railroad

Another criterion is the population living in the vicinity of the facility. Besides the consideration
of safety, its importance comes from money’s issue. ENRESA distributes money to those
populations, depending on the mass of radioactive substances, the distance of the town from
them, its surface, and above all its number of habitants.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Population in the suburbs
[hab]
Trillo
6 760
Garoña
9 419
Cofrentes
11 169
Zorita
12 631
Vandellos
21 698
Almaraz
25 412
Asco
32 878

Those figures were the ones used by ENRESA to compute
in August 1998 the subsidy to each township [8]. Here are
the sums for each NPP of the population leaving in every
subsidized township (meaning located in a 10kms precinct).
Even if the figures have evolved since this date, order of
magnitude and proportions are still the same.

Table 2.3 Population in 10kms
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sum of the ranks
Trillo
7
Vandellos
11
Asco
12
Garoña
12
Zorita
13
Cofrentes
13
Almaraz
16

A quick math, done with the table 2.4, gives an objective ranking
according to those 3 criteria. Of course, moderation along with the
importance of each one should be done. Besides, they are not the
only ones to be considered. Never the less, it shows that Trillo
seems to be above the others.
As a following, each one of those 3 sites is basically presented.

Table 2.4 Ranking

2.2.1.

Vandellos

In this facility, space for 3 units has been owned. Vandellos 2 is still operating, Vandellos 1 is
dismantling, and there is a free space for a hypothetical Vandellos 3. It is more than probable
that the owners will want to keep this place at the ready to do another Power Plant (nuclear or
no). But next to the contention building of Vandellos 1 (the only building still to dismantle)
there could be a possibility for constructing a storage facility.

Fig 2.2

Vandellos 2 on the left, the dismantled Vandellos 1 on the right, and the free space
between the two. The highway and the railroad can be seen on this picture. On the
upper left side, a 800 MWe combined-cycle power plant is under construction.
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The main advantage of Vandellos is its easy access: by the highway but also by rail.
Transport by rail is very safe, cheap, and does not interfere with the public traffic.
A drawback to this solution would be the vicinity of the sea, which can always be a risk,
especially when dealing of duration of a hundred years. Another could be the population:
even if the figure of ENRESA shows less than 22 000 habitants, the tourism changes a lot
this figure during the summer vacations.

2.2.2.

Trillo

There is already an On-Site storage in Trillo, because of the saturation of the pool. To enlarge
it would be a solution. There is enough space, as the construction of a second unit (trillo2)
was planned at the beginning.
The advantages to this solution would be is remote aspect (1st rank concerning the
population), and the fact that even if this site is far away from any major city, it is very central
in Spain (1st rank concerning the road distances).
The only drawback to this solution would be the railroad access. More than 30 kms of railroad
would be necessary to connect it. A detailed financial study would be necessary to see
whether it is interesting or not to do it.

Fig 2.3

Trillo 1, with the cooling tower on the lower side, and the ISFSI (“ATI”) in the middle
of the picture. Trillo2 was supposed to be constructed around this area.
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José Cabrera (so called Zorita)

The NPP of José Cabrera has stopped its production (160 MWe) while I was writing this
document, on 30th of April 2006. To construct the AFR storage facility while dismantling the
NPP would be the third solution.
The main drawback of Zorita, if put side to side to Trillo, is the easy access issue. The
nearest railroad is almost at 60 kms (twice the distance which presents Trillo). Besides, the
access road is not as good as for Trillo.
The main advantage to this solution is that the local actors will be pleased to maintain a
nuclear activity in this area. The local population will be probably in favor of the project. The
dismantling process will begin in 2006 and is to end around 2015, ENRESA being owner of
the site in 2010 [9].
Another pro is that, like Trillo (80 kms NE), Zorita is not very close from any big city (even if
Madrid is at 100 kms E), and far way from the ocean or from any frequented area.

Fig 2.4

General map showing Trillo and Zorita with respect to Madrid
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To close the location’s issue, Trillo seems to be the best choice, sharing with Zorita the
advantage of being central but isolated. Vandellos could be interesting because quite central
too, and having already a railroad in function.
Apparently, deciding the location of the AFRI will be done the democratic way, between the 7
sites. Each town hall, “Comunidad Autonomia”, and the state will be consulted to get to the
better accepted solution. The spokesman of ENRESA, Jorge Lang-Lenton, suggested that
the procedure will begin before summer 2006 [10].
In fact, location’s choice is much more a social and political decision than a technical one. We
have to keep in mind that each habitant living near a radioactive material is earning a fee for
it. It will represent around 12M€ per year for the neighborhood, which will increase up to
18M€ from 2030 [11].Another economic interest for the municipality hosting the ATC will be
the investigation centre on the transmutation processes, which will open along with it.
We can read in a draft of the sixth “Plan General de Residuos Radioactivos” (PGRR), page
21, that the Spanish government wants to close location’s debate within the year [12].
MITYC
(Ministerio de Industria Turismo
Y Comercio)
MINEFI
(MINistère de l’Économie des Finances et de
l’Industrie)

Trans. 2.1

SGE
(Secretaría General de la Energía)
DGEMP
(Direction Générale de l’Énergie et des
Matières Premières)

Minister and secretary correspondence between France and Spain

This draft, written by ENRESA, is published by the MITYC, via el SGE (cf. Translations 2.1 for
details and comparison with the French system). The people could comment this draft until
the 15th of April 2006, before the official study and approval’s process. Of course, a large part
of the 6º PGRR deals with the ATC, as it “consists in the basic priority for the next years”
(p20). In the pages 19 and followings, ENRESA expresses its choice of vault system, its will
to have a railroad nearby the ATC…
It will be judicious to follow up this decision during the next months.
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3. Technical proposition

3.1. Presentation of the different type of storage

A nuclear storage facility has to comply with 4 main requirements:
- to maintain the sub criticality of the stored radioactive substances
- to allow the dispersion of the heat
- to keep the radiation rate dose below the regulated limits
- to assure the recoverability of the containers
Basically, there is 2 ways of storing: the humid and the dry ways. The first one is the one
currently used in every NPP, in the fuel pool. The second one can be used after 1 year of
cooling in a fuel pool.

3.1.1.

The humid storage

All the Spanish fuel pools have been “reracked”: the racks hosting the assemblies have been
changed, in order to increase the capacity of the pool. The sub criticality is kept thanks to the
boric acid dissolved in the water, but also by using materials containing neutron poisons such
as boraflex, boral, or stainless steel austenitic with bore.
Rack=canister=basket
Bastidor
cadre
Trans. 3.1

Pin=sheath
=cladding+fuel
Conjunto = Elemento de Varilla
Combustible
=vainas+combustible
Crayons
Assemblage
=gaine+combustible

Fuel Assembly

Fuel and storage vocabulary

Another improvement of the pool’s capacity can be achieved by “consolidation”. It consists of
dismounting the assembly, and putting all the sheaths together, in order to spare space, and
to give more possibilities of storing. But this technique has disappeared with the
augmentation of the enrichment of the fuel. Keeping the sub criticality would be too difficult if
water penetrates the beam of sheaths.
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The pools are essential for the cooling of the spent fuel recently unloaded. But it is obvious
that from a financial point of view, it is not the best option as far as the storage during almost
100 years is concerned. Besides, the technique being more complex, keeping it safe is also
more delicate. The “Keep It Stupid and Simple” (KISS) is a universal concept, even in the
nuclear field. That allows designing efficient and cheap devices.
The most impressive AFRI pool is the “CLAB”, in Sweden. They have developed this one of a
kind installation because storage will be swiftly followed by disposal, as their policy of AGP is
already decided and put into action with a supposed opening in 2008 [13].

3.1.2.

The dry storage

Note concerning the wastes:
As for spent fuel unloaded a long time ago, the wastes coming from the reprocess of the fuel
of Vandellos 1 do not have a heat production as high as the recently unloaded fuel. In
addition, those containers are not designed (while the fuel assemblies are) to be immerged.
In consequence, all of those wastes are to be stored in dry facilities.

3.1.2.1.
-

Two types of parcels
Metal casks

The interest is the easy extraction of heat. Natural convection is sufficient, supposing that the
container is put in an air draught. Moreover, the metal has a high coefficient of shielding.
-

Concrete casks

On the contrary of the metal cask, the concrete ones usually request forced ventilation, and
the poor shielding quality implies important dimensions. But raw materials are cheaper. They
are very attractive when dealing with BWR or CANDU spent fuel, as the heat production is
lower (CANDU is the Canadian reactor functioning with Uranium natural and heavy water).
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3.1.2.2.

Various methods for storing the parcels
Cask type

Vault type

Drywell type

Tipo contenedores

Tipo bóveda

Tipo silos

en conteneurs

en château

en puits ventilés

Trans. 3.2
-
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3 dry storing methods

cask type

This is the simplest type of storing. The casks (whether metallic or not) stay put in a large
warehouse (as in Trillo), or even outside (as in Surry, United States).

Fig 3.1

Inside of the ATI of Trillo at the
end of 2004 (at the end of
2005, there are 10 casks)

Fig 3.2

On location storage in the
Surrey (United Stated)

As far as Trillo is concerned, the metal casks are of dual purpose: transport and storage. It
means the shielding is done by the cask itself. The simple purpose casks are transported and
stored inside an additional device in charge of the shielding. The capacity of Trillo’s ATI is 80
casks containing between 17 and 21 FA. This storing area of 57,6m*40,3m will never be
occupied at its maximum capacity, as the spent fuel will go to the AFRI as soon as possible
(cf.1.1.3).
-

vault and silos type

In the cask type, the building (if there is one), does not play any role in the containment of the
radioactivity, and a very little one in the protection of the parcels. On the contrary, for the vault
and silos types, the building does play an important part. It facilitates the heat extraction, and
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the tubes containing the parcels constitute the last barrier between the external environment
and the radioactive substance.

Fig 3.3

Vault system proposed for the Spanish AFRI in the draft of 6th PGRR [12]

This concept of successive barriers between radioactive substances and biosphere is a basic
safety concept.
In a NPP, there are those 3 successive closed premises:
- Cladding
- Primary cooling circuit
- Contention building
In a vault AFRI, there are 3 as well:
- Cladding
- Canister (filled with inert gas as Argon)
- Tube or silo (filled with inert gas as Argon)
The only difference between a vault and a silos system is the position of the tubes or silos. In
both cases, they are vertical; but above ground level for the vault system, and below ground
level for the silos system. A few facilities, as in Ontario (Canada), use a third arrangement of
the tubes, putting them horizontally.
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3.2. Design of the Spanish AFRI

Fig 3.4

HABOG: the Netherlander AFRI

A few years ago, ENRESA was planning to
choose an AFRI with casks [14], it is actually
a vault system that has been preferred.
Design of reference will be the Nederland
AFRI opened on the 30th of September 2003
[15]. The announced lifetime of the Spanish
facility is 80 years.

In the following pages, after a more detailed presentation of the vault system storage, some
of the main technical issues will be studied. It will allows the reader to have order of
magnitudes, and will be a good start for students to do more complete studies on those points
next year.

3.2.1.

Few details about the vault system storage

As seen on the fig 3.3, the operational part AFRI will consists of 3 units:
-

Reception area. Radioactivity should not be above the natural one in this area. It is
where the train (or the truck) pulls over. The transportation cask and the canister
contained inside are then transported toward the “hot” cell.

-

“Hot” cell. Monitored area where nobody can go during its using. It is where the
canister is remotely extracted form the transport cask. The transport cask can go back
to the train (or truck) while the canister is transferred toward storage area.

-

Storage area. The visible part seems to be a huge warehouse. We can walk freely
inside, under a few restrictions (radiological controlled area). Below their cork, each
silo contains a canister (or 5 wastes containers). The metallic silos are cooled by air,
the natural convection creating a draught of air in the tubes surrounding each silo (cf.
3.2.6).

In addition to those 3 areas, there will be an investigation center on the separation and
transmutation, and the usual functional installations (offices, meeting room…).
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Study of the activity of a Fuel Assembly thanks to Origen-ARP

Global presentation of this study

Dealing with radioactive substance, it is always interesting to have a few ideas about how
each isotope will disappear by decay phenomenon. Those successive transformations will
determine the radioactivity of the substance and, in consequence, its heat production.
A spent fuel is a remarkable system for this kind of studies. Origen-ARP is an American
isotopic depletion and decay analysis system which is used in the Polytechnics University of
Catalonia.
Thanks to this software, we have simulated the decay of the isotopes contained in a spent
nuclear fuel. Various tries have been done, changing the hypothesis, depending on which
type of spent fuel we wanted to simulate. Here will be presented only the results coming from
the following hypotheses:
- Burnup of the Fuel Assembly: 50 000 MWd/tU
- Specific power of the reactor: 40 kW/kgU
- Initial enrichment of the FA: 4,20%
Those hypotheses are close to the conditions of irradiation of some FA of Vandellos2. This
reactor has be chosen because it is pretty representative of the Spanish PWR. Details on the
output of this try are available on the appendix B1.

3.2.2.2.

Basic explanations on the different parameters

The Burnup is a parameter related to the Fuel Assembly burning. It represents how good the
fuel has been “burn”, meaning how many energy (in Megawatt by day) we have extracted
from a ton of metal uranium (MWd/tU). When the FA is loaded in the NPP’s core, it is
obviously equal a zero. When unloaded, it reaches a few tens thousand MWd/tU (between 45
000 and 55 000 usually).
It is a parameter continuously monitored during the burning, to try and make uniform the
neutron flux. The higher is the burnup, and the more the minor actinides (and fission
products) will prevent the fission process by using neutrons to reach a more stable state.
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By different ways, owners of NPP have achieved to increase progressively the final values of
burnup, in order to benefit more from the fuel. It can be perfectly seen on the fig 3.5 Vandellos
2, as almost all the others PWR, has achieved a burnup around 50 GWd/tU.
Further of this value, it is still difficult to obtain a good rate of fission. Besides, the cladding’s
material presents recurrent failures for higher burnups.
Evolution of the burnup
60 000

Burnup (MWd/tU)

50 000
40 000

30 000

20 000
10 000

06
20

04
20

01
20

98
19

95
19

93
19

90
19

19

87

0

unloading of the FA

Fig 3.5

Evolution of the burnup in Vandellos 2

The figure 3.5 is done with the mean burnup of the 14 unloading. But for example, a FA had a
burnup of 53 824 MWd/tU among the FA of the 10th unloading (cf. appendix A2).

Knowing how much we have “burn” the FA is not enough; we have to know how fast we did it.
Neutronics will not be the same, and in consequence nor will be the composition of the spent
fuel. The Specific power of the reactor answers to the interrogation. It is a parameter
expressing the nuclear power of the reactor per kilogram of uranium.
To calculate it, I took the global nuclear power of each NPP and divide it per the mass of the
core in uranium. Vandellos 2 has currently a nuclear power of 2913 MW and its core is
composed of 157 FA of approximately 462 kgU each. Therefore, the specific power of this
central is approximately 40,2 kW/kgU.
The specific power of a NPP doesn’t change so much during its life. Only the nuclear power
can evolve, by operating differently the NPP. But increasing nuclear power means increasing
heat extracted from the core, and as a result you have to improve your thermo hydraulic cycle
coming behind it. Each evolution requires an extension of your authorization of exploitation.
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Santa María de Garoña
Almaraz I
Almaraz II
Ascó I
Ascó II
Cofrentes
Trillo I
Vandellós II

Pnuc [MW]

m [tU]

Pspe [kW/kgU]

1381
2727
2727
2912
2912
3015
3010
2913

70,9
72,5
72,5
72,47
72,47
107
82,8
72,5

19,48
37,61
37,61
40,18
40,18
28,18
36,35
40,18

Table 3.1 Specific Power of the 8 Spanish operational NPP
It can be clearly seen in the table 3.1 that all the 6 PWR have specific power around
40kW/kgU, while the 2 BWR have specific power much lower. It is one of the reasons of the
lower heat production of a BWR spent fuel compared to a PWR one.
In the Origen simulation, this specific power is applied to the FA in continuous until achieving
the burnup of 50GWd/tU (1250 days, it means less than 42 months). In the reality, this period
lasts 54 months. There are 3 unloading each 18 months, and the FA is unloading on the third
one. The irradiation stops for each unloading during a few weeks. It means that the result of
the simulation will be a little bit conservative. But on the other hand, the specific power of the
in put was 40kW/kgU, which is lower to the Vandellos 2 value. Those elements explain the
results’ difference with the method used on the paragraph 3.2.4.

The initial enrichment of the FA is the percentage of U235 (the isotope with the highest
cross section of fission, meaning the more “fissile” one), comparing to U238. Natural uranium
has a concentration of 0,7% in U235. In BWR and PWR, Fuel Assemblies of enriched
uranium are used. The owner of NPP has many choices to make when buying the fuel,
among which there is the degree of enrichment.
Increasing progressively the initial enrichment was a direct cause of increasing burnup. Fuel
is more “powerful”, and “burn” better. BWR, as Cofrentes on the figure 3.6, and PWR, as
Trillo1 on the figure 3.7, have both reached enrichment ratio higher than 4%. The
discontinuous pace of those curves shows the use of clearly different type of fuel assemblies.
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Evolution of the enrichment of the FA of Cofrentes
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Fig 3.6

Evolution of the initial enrichment in Cofrentes (BWR)

Evolution of the enrichment of the FA of Trillo1
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Fig 3.7

Evolution of the initial enrichment in Trillo1 (PWR)
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Results of the experiment

Origen gives data for 101 transuranium isotopes and 461 products of fission isotopes, always
with a reference of 1tU. For each isotope, and then gathered by element, the output gives us
the evolution of:
- Their mass [grams]
- Their global radioactivity [Curies]
- Their alpha activity [Curies]
- Their heat production [W]
- Their gamma power [W]
From the unloading to 110 years later, it allows to understand how the composition of the
spent fuel will evolve, each isotope always trying to be more stable and emitting Helium nuclei
(radiation alpha), electrons (radiation beta-), or photons (radiation gamma). The emission of
neutrons by the TU is part of this radioactivity.
The table 3.2 shows a selection of some of the most radioactive and/or radiotoxic isotopes,
and their activity for a fictitious FA of 1tU.
Isotope
CS137 (volatile)
PU241 (long period)
SR 90 (toxic)
PU238 (long period)
CS134 (volatile)
KR 85 (gas)
H 3 (volatile)
TC 99 (volatile)
I129 (toxic & volatile)
SUM
With respect to the total activity

Activity [Ci]
1,44E+05
1,05E+05
1,01E+05
6,52E+03
8,98E+04
1,19E+04
8,08E+02
2,09E+01
5,58E-02
4,59E+05
54,58%

Table 3.2 Activity 5 years after unloading

They represent more than half of the radioactivity
5 years after unloading (minimum time of cooling
in pool). KR85 will be the only remaining
radioactive gas in the FA at this time. It is the first
isotope which will escape if there is a leak in the
cladding. As a result, it will be the most monitored
radio-isotope.
The isotope I129 appears, despite of its low
activity, because it is the most radiotoxic. It is the
one we are the most vulnerable to, because of
the high thyroid’s affinity with it.

Two other results we can comment are the ones shown on the figs 3.8 and 3.9. Both deal
with total activity. To be able to compare them with further data, the figures are there brought
back to 462 kgU, mass of a FA of Vandellos 2 in uranium.
This activity, as representing disintegrations per second, (and as consequence, particles’
movement), are directly proportional to the heat generation. The natural decay of the activity
will has same pace as the decay of heat generation.
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The fig 3.8, in semi-log scale, illustrates the swift decay during the 5 first years, and by this
way justify the minimum time of cooling in pool. In this figure we see as well the
predominance of the products of fission (yellow curve) with respect to the transuranium
(purple curve). It will be the other way around on the very long time, TU having a longer
period of semi-disintegration.
source: Origen

Radioactivity of a FA coming from Vandellos 2 (semi log)

5 first years
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The fig 3.9, in log-log this time, shows again the sum of the total radioactivity and in addition
the curve of the gas KR85. The pace of the global decay fits here to a straight line, as it is
supposed to [16].
source: Origen

Radioactivity of a FA coming from Vandellos 2 (log-log)
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Fig 3.9

Evolution of the global radioactivity and of the radioactivity of KR85
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A last interesting data could be the amount of He after 110 years. Around 4,8g of helium
would have been accumulated in a FA of Vandellos2, as a result of the alpha radiation. It
would induce an additional volume around 27L in Standards Temperature and Pressure
(273,15K - 1bar). It means an additional pressure of 6,3bars (the free volume of a FA is
approximately 4,3L). Even if the fuel’s temperature goes up to 500ºC, it will means a pressure
of 11,5 bars, which is far away from the design requirements of the cladding (140 bars). But
this data will be the first cause of leaking in the disposal on the long run.
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Study of the silo’s shielding

Inside the warehouse, the area is radiological restricted, but not prohibited to the personal
(under normal circumstances). It means that the concrete between the canisters and the
room has to be thick enough to reduce the doses of radiation below the regulated values.
The “biological dose” (commonly called dose) expresses in sieverts (Sv) the damage done to
human body by a radiation having a “physical dose” expressed in Gray (1Gy=1J/kg). The
mean dose received by the public is around 3,5 mSv/year.
Usual regulation in the nuclear industry limits the biological dose received by a worker of
category A at 20mSv/year. If we consider this area a place where a man can has to work
during 2000 h/year, it means that the dose rate has to be below 10 µSv/h.
Dimensioning has to be done with respect to the sum of the emission of neutrons (produced
by spontaneous fission of the TU), and gamma rays (high penetration).
The estimation of this thickness has been done considering that all the vault is filled with a
fictional spent fuel, having the same specific activity as a PWR FA, with a burnup of 50
GWd/tU, and unloaded for 5 years. Those considerations are once again very conservative.
After computing, around 1,32 m of thickness is found (cf. appendix B2, and bibliographic
references [17] to [19] for details),
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Thermal study of a Fuel Assembly thanks to US Regulatory Guide 3.54

Global presentation of this study

Heat extraction is one of the most essential issues of the Spanish AFRI. Thanks to Origen,
we are able to compute the heat produced by a specific FA. Another way to do it is to use
reference tables. The US regulatory guide 3.54 [16] gives the value of heat production in
W/kgU, depending on 4 parameters:
- Type of reactor (PWR or BWR)
- Specific power of the reactor “P” [kW/kgU]
- Cooling time “t” [years]
- Burnup of the Fuel Assembly “B” [GWd/tU]
Those values have been computed with software as Origen-ARP. My using of this Regulatory
Guide, besides giving me the assertion concerning the data, has spared a lot of time.
Constructing again this kind of reference tables would have required many Origen simulations
(36 to construct exactly the same tables).
There are 3 reference tables for each type of reactor. Then, in each table, the heat production
is given depending on the cooling time (spreading from 1 to 110 years), and on the fuel
burnup (spreading form 20 to 45 GWd/tU for the BWR and from 25 to 50 GWd/tU for the
PWR).
The idea is to concatenate those 3 tables to construct a cube, constituted of nods, positioned
with its 3 coordinates (P, t, B) which has an acknowledged value of heat generation.
Afterward, it is easy to interpolate the value of any point among this cube, from the value of
the nearest nods.
To realise this idea, I used Matlab 6.5, following 3 steps:
- First, I created programs called “extrapoltablaBWR” and “extrapoltablaPWR” to widen
the range of fuel burnup to 5-60 GWd/tU for each of the 6 references tables (Cf.
appendix C1).
- Then I concatenate the matrices of same reactor’s type, and prepared the input of the
FA’s database.
- Finally, I created programs called “interpolBWR” and “interpolPWR” to compute the
value of each FA’s heat production. By analyzing this output with excel, we have a
new interesting piece of information (Cf. appendix C2).
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Results of the experiment

Thanks to the database, heat production of every Fuel Assembly has been computed on the
3rd of May 2006. Here is plot for the FA of Vandellos 2. We see on the purple curve that low
burnup means low heat power, and the blue one backs up the phenomenon seen on the fig
3.8.
Burnup and cooling time, with respect to the thermal power of a FA
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Burnup and cooling time plotted with respect to the thermal power, for the 780
Fuel Assemblies of Vandellos2, computation done on the 3rd of May 2006.

On the 3rd May 2006, the heat produced by all the FA in the pool of Vandellos was above
1055 kW. But if we take away the thermal power of every FA unloaded less than 5 years ago,
this figure drops to 380 kW. It is almost a fall of factor 3.
Another interesting value to have in mind is the power of 1 FA. The stronger thermal power: 5
987 W, comes obviously from one of the latest unloaded assemblies. But the thermal power
of every FA older than 5 years is below 1 213 W.
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The values previously computed with origin-ARP can be compared with the ones given by
matlab (with the NRC data). The figure 3.11 illustrates this comparison, the yellow curve
showing the ratio between the two pieces of data.

Thermal power of a FA computed by 2 different methods
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Fig 3.11
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It puts in evidence that the more conservative method is first the origen’s one, and then the
NRC’s. The inversion of tendency happens between 50 and 60 years after the unloading. In
consequence, we should use one method or the other, depending on how old is the spent
fuel.
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Global heat extraction estimation

As it will be shown on the paragraph 3.2.7, the AFRI will not be filled in all of a sudden, but
progressively. A very simple but conservative math will be to sum the current heat production
of all spent fuel assemblies older than 5 years. We can be sure to obtain a figure above the
highest figure ever measured in the AFRI for real.

NPP

Pter ROUGH on the
27/04/06 [kW]

Pter
ACCURATE
on the
03/05/06 [kW]

Garoña
Almaraz I
Almaraz II
Ascó I
Ascó II
Cofrentes
Trillo I
Vandellós II
José Cabrera
Vandellós I

476
1 110
983
970
1 210
866
1 056
1 073
172
210

408
1 110
983
970
1 210
866
1 056
1 055
163
210

8 126

8 032

sum

Pter ACCURATE
on the 03/05/06 but
coeff 1/2
only with the FA
older than 5 years
[kW]

117%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
102%
106%
100%

163
444
393
388
484
346
422
381
65
84

coeff
3/2

40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
36%
40%
40%

3 171

Table 3.3 Estimation of the heat power of all the FA older than 5 years old (bold figures
found by experience, lean ones by estimation form the first ones).
In the table 3.3:
- The 2nd column is the heat produced by the gathering of FA for each NPP, calculated
roughly using the nearest nods of the cube (cf. 3.2.4.1). It has been done for every
NPP (cf. appendix C2).
- The 3rd column expresses the same magnitude, but computed accurately with an
interpolation. Only the bold figures have been computed, as it needs a time I did not
have to produce this document. Therefore, the lean figures of this column are 100%
of the figures of the 2nd column, as those ones have always been computed to be
conservative.
- The 5th column is an estimation of the heat power coming from the FA older than 5
years old. Only the piece of data of Vandellos 2 comes from the experience, while the
others come from a conservative estimation of 40% of the heat produced by all the
FA.
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To have an order of magnitude, we can keep in mind that a couple of Mega watts of heat
power will be cooled in the AFRI. As far as the quantitative and precise aspect is concerned,
cf. paragraph 3.2.6.

3.2.6.
3.2.6.1.

Study of the heat extraction from 1 silo
Global explanation on the silo and its cooling process

To design the storage area, we have to evaluate the heat transfers implied. The heat
produced by the radioactive substances has to be extracted from the AFRI. This cooling will
be done by air, thanks to natural convection. It is simple, so safe and cheap. To achieve this
goal, we have to determine properly the geometric parameters of 1 silo.

Fig 3.12

Sketch of silos’ cooling (everything is cylindrical despite of the concrete walls)
Scales are obviously scorned.

In the figure 3.12, I have simplified the device to make it very clear. At the bottom of the
sketch is the ground level, and at the top is the warehouse level. All the manipulation space
above it is not shown.
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The air will enter from a lateral inlet in the building (located high enough to avoid dust
pollution). After passing through the double walled cylinders (between the second jacket and
the outside of the silo), the heated air will be collected and rejected by high chimneys.
As there are 3 barriers between the radioactive substances and air, it will never be
contaminated. The first barrier is meant to leak sooner or later, as a few pins may have been
weakened during the burning of the FA. But to delay this event, the canister (second barrier)
has been filled in and welded under an inert atmosphere. The silo, third barrier, is as well
filled in by an inert gas to slow down oxidation. Controlling pressure and content of Kr85 in
the silo will allow detecting any leak of the 2 first barriers.
The final goal of this section 3.2.6 is to give dimensions to a silo, keeping in mind that they
have to enable the air draught to be strong enough to extract the maximum heat production
calculated previously, whatever the climatic conditions of the outside.

3.2.6.2.

Fig 3.13

Hypothesis and logic of calculation

Heat transfers and notations
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The all three types of heat transfers are present in that study. The final is not to optimize the
design, but to understand the phenomenon and to keep in mind a few rough figures.
Therefore, some assumptions have to be done to simplify the calculation. Here are the
hypotheses done for this study:
-

All the study is done under stationary conditions. All the system is in thermal
equilibrium.

-

The heat source (in red on the Fig. 3.13), is considered as only one body, and not as
an assembly of many.

-

To be very conservative, the heat power is estimated at 30kW. 21 FA of 1213W each
(which is the maximum computed for Vandellos2 after 5 years of cooling) would mean
25 473 W. Air is supposed to enter at 37ºC with a relative humidity of 25% (summer
maximum data in Zorita).

-

Phenomenons of conduction in the canister and in the silo are neglected. We are able
to make this simplification because working under stationary conditions.

After an iterative resolving process (cf. appendix C4, and bibliographic references [20] to
[22]), the following parameters are chosen:
- Diameter exterior of the silo = 2,5 m
- Diameter interior of the second jacket = 2,6 m
In order to achieve the following values:
- Tfuel = 268,5 ºC (250ºC is considered as normal, 300ºC is a maximum)
- Tcanister = 237,7 ºC
- Tsilo = 200 ºC
- Taverage air (first layer) = 39,9 ºC
- Texhausted air (flow) = 37 + 28,6 = 65,6 ºC
- Air flow = 1,4 m3/s (only for this silo)

The pieces of data given by Jan Kastelen [23], from the HABOG faciliy (cf.3.2), validate our
study, as they are of the same order of magnitude as our results.
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Synthesis and extension to the entire facility’s dimensions

There will be three main types of parcels to store, presented in the Table 3.4. They would
require 803 silos. We could major this figure by doing a grid of 812 silos (28 by 29).

Type

nature
dato
PWR
prevista
dato
BWR
prevista
Vitrified dato

subtotal [FA]
5 556
6 575
4 708
4 024
84

total [FA]

FA/silo silos

12 131

21

578

8 732

42

208

84

5
17
sum 803

Table 3.4 Overall of parcels needed to be stored (Cofrentes included).
If we assume that all the silos have the same design, we would need an area of almost
10000m2. The figure 3.14 gives an idea of these dimensions. On this figure, the silos are
placed in a square configuration. The reality will be different. Because of the issue of
pressure’s loss in the cooling system, they will be positioned in a rectangular configuration.

Fig 3.14

Storing area looked from above.
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3.2.7.

Capacity and estimated plan of filling in the AFRI

3.2.7.1.

Data and prevision on the number of unloaded FA

In this section will appear neither the wastes coming from Vandellos 1, nor the FA coming out
of Cofrentes. The curve of the figure 3.14 shows the increasing total number of FA unloaded
from the other 8 NPP, from their opening to their estimated closing.

Sum of the spent fuel assemblies of 8 NPP
16000
number of FA (from 0 up to 14 503)
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Fig 3.15

Accumulation of spent fuel assemblies (neither Cofrentes nor Vandellos1 appear)

Spain policy about nuclear energy is likely to change in the coming decades. The will to close
all the NPP as soon as possible is less and less strong, and the certitude of no opening new
NPP is less and less sure. As long as combined-cycled power plant will make more profits
than NPP, that is for sure that the situation will not change much. But it may happen before
the end of operational life the 8 Spanish NPP. In that case, extension of the AFRI will be
done, as we can not imagine transferring FA to the hypothetical AGP before at least 30 years.
3.2.7.2.

Possible planning of the filling in

As detailed in the appendix A4, the 14503 FA of 8 NPP could be transferred to the AFRI
between February 2011 and September 2033. Before, the 84 CSD-V coming back from
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Marcoule (France) will be stored. The planning has been done according to those
considerations:
- Only FA unloaded from more than 5 years will be transferred
- Each NPP can transfer FA only a specific month every year
- During this specific month, 2 transports will be organized
- It can’t be transported more than 200FA in a row (train containing 10 casks)
- As often as possible, FA of a same unloading will be transferred together
All of those hypothesis can be improved, especially the number 2 and 5. They help to make a
planning of the AFRI which is correct, but which could be optimized. For example, it could be
interesting to optimize the uniformity of the personnal’s workload. Even if three times, the
waiting between 2 arrivals exceeds 20 months, it can coincide with other tasks concerning the
investigation, or the safety testing.

Fill in of the AFRI

number of FA acumulated in the AFRI

16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
2010

2013

2016

2019

2021

2024

2027

2030

2032

date of arrival at the AFRI

Fig 3.16

Filling in of the AFRI with the FA of all the Spanish NPP except from Cofrentes

The first and most intensive phase, spreading until September 2012, correspond to the
transfer of all the “old” FA. Afterward, it is necessary to wait for them to be older than 5 years
old, which creates the “plates” of the second phase.
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4. Legislation

4.1. Short presentation of ENRESA:
4.1.1.

Duties and activities

The ENRESA (“Empresa National de gestion de los Residuos radioactivos”), has been
created in 1984 by the Spanish parliament. Since this date, this public company is in charge
of the radioactive wastes and of the spent nuclear fuel. Its relationships with the authorities
have evolved with each PGRR.
Nowadays, ENRESA depends on the parliament via the national regulation commission,
known as “Consejo de Seguridad Nacional” (CSN). It depends on the government via two
ministers, the Ministry of Industry, called “Ministerio de Industría, Turismo, Y Comercio”
(MITYC), and the ministry of environment (“Ministerio de Medio Ambiente”).

Fig 4.1

Diagram of ENRESA’s political and professional relationships
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Current activities of ENRESA are:
- Picking up, transporting, treating, storing, and monitoring the radioactive wastes
- Dismantling the radioactive installations (Vandellos1, Zorita, fuel plant of Andujar…)
- Environmental rehabilitation of the former Uranium mines
- Researching and developing those precise tasks
- Communication to the public (an issue more important every day)
It is the Spanish equivalent of the French ANDRA (“Agence National pour la gestion des
Déchêts Radioactifs”).

4.1.2.

Financial ressources

ENRESA is a public company with non-lucrative goal. Its financial balance is available on
their website, as part of the annual report. What can be interesting to take out of this report is
the way of financing ENRESA’s activities. To keep a perfect independence from public
lobbies, all its resource comes from its “clients”, via:
- A fee on the kWh sold by every NPP
- Charging directly or with anticipation every radioactive installations for the managing
of their wastes

4.2. Licensing process of the AFRI
The project of AFRI is concerned by two texts. The first one is the “Real Decreto 1836/1999”
related to the Spanish “Ministerio de Industria, Turismo y Comercio de España” (Spanish
ministry of industry, tourism and trade), and the second one is the “Ley 6/2001” related to the
“Ministerio de Medio Ambiente de España” (Spanish environmental protection ministry).
Coming next, those two texts are generally summed up, and a previous calendar is drawn up.

4.2.1.

Industry Minister: “Real Decreto 1836/1999” of the 3rd of December

Published in the BOE nº 313 of the 31st of December 1999, this decree approves the
regulation on nuclear and radioactive installations [24].
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This decree is not the first one about the regulation on nuclear and radioactive installations. A
very important law in Spain was the 25/1964 of the 29th of April, dealing with the basic
regulation in Nuclear Energy. There was also the Spanish decree 2869/1972 of 21st of June.
But since this date, the organization of the Spanish authorities concerning the nuclear issue
has changed a lot. In particular, the law 15/1980 of the 22nd of April marked the birth the
“Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear” (Spanish Nuclear Regulatory Commission), only competent
organism in the matter of nuclear security and radiological safety. Besides, the European
Council Directive 96/29/EURATOM of the 13th of May has changed the classification of the
nuclear installations.
The object of this decree is the administrative process of licensing installations and activities
related to ionizing radiations. Our project is therefore concerned, as it is included in the
category “storage of nuclear substances” (definition of the term of Nuclear Installation, article
11, d).
Here will be detailed the first three licenses defined in this decree:
- Previous authorization (“autorización previa”) or authorization of location
(“Autorización de emplazamiento”). It is an official recognition of the project’s aims
and of the suitability of the chosen location. Obtaining this authorization enables the
holder to ask for the authorization of construction of the installation and to initiate the
preliminary infrastructure works.
- Authorization of construction (“autorización de construcción”). It enables the holder to
ask for the authorization of exploitation and to begin the construction of the
installation.
- Authorization of exploitation (“autorización de explotación”).It enables the holder to be
provided with nuclear substances. It is obtained temporarily as long as the nuclear
proofs will not be over.

This Final studies’ work has many pieces of information in common with the request file of the
previous authorization. The contents of this file are described in the article 14 (page 46467 of
the BOE), and are to be the following:
- Statement about the requirements aimed by the project; justification of the need for
this installation, and of the location’s choice.
- Descriptive report of the installation, its operation, and forecast of its dismantling.
- First plans and time table of construction, previous economic study.
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Study of characterization of the location and the zone of influence of the installation,
including parameters of the location that can affect the nuclear security or the
radiological safety (for example demographic and ecological data).
Organization anticipated of the project management and of the way of sticking to the
quality requirements during the construction.
Description of the activities and the preliminary infrastructure works planned to do
before asking the construction authorization (in the case that the previous
authorization would be given).

This request has to be handed to the Ministry of Industry. This one will publish it in the BOE,
together with the EIA (cf. 4.2.2). After a 30 days long period of public information, the ministry
will begin to study the request with all the help needed (especially the one of the Spanish
Nuclear Regulatory Commission).
The interest of ENRESA is getting the third one, the authorization of exploitation, before the
end of 2010. In effect, the high-level radioactive wastes coming from the treatment of the
spent fuel of Vandellos 1 are still in Marcoule, and have to be out of France before this
deadline.

4.2.2.

Environment Minister: “Ley 6/2001”, of the 8th of May

Published in the BOE nº 111 of the 9th of May 2001, this law modifies the “Real Decreto
Legislativo 1302/1986” of the 28th of June, dealing with the evaluation of environmental
impact [25].
This law is the Spain application of the European Council Directive 85/337/CEE. First, a “Real
Decreto” has been pronounced, until the law was voted by the “Cortes Generales”.
This European Council Directive highlights that, among others, the consequences on the
environment of a project have to been evaluated. This should help the protection of human
health, wild life, and natural resources.

Our project is concerned by the law 6/2001, as it depends of the group called energetic
industry, category called “away from reactor storage installation for spent fuel and high-level
radioactive wastes during more than 10 years” (page 16611: Anexo 1, grupo 3, d, 5º).
It means that before doing anything, ENRESA has to make a report on the environmental
consequences of its project, and to give it to the Spanish ministry of environment. This report
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is called the “Estudio de Impacto Ambiental” (EIA). The ministry, after an assessment done
with any help needed, will then deliver a “Declaración de Impacto Ambiental” (DIA). If this one
is a positive one, the licensing procedure of the project can go on. It can also be positive with
restrictions. If it’s negative, the process is stuck until further notice.
During the assessment of the EIA, the ministry of environment is mainly helped by
“Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear”. We can make the parallel with the US process and
institutions involved: the “Ministerio de Medio Ambiente de España” is the equivalent of
US Environmental Protection Agency, and the “Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear”
equivalent of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

the
the
the
the

As far as the contents of the EIA are concerned, they should be the following:
- Overview of the project and its needs of land space and other natural resources.
Estimation of types and quantities of wastes and emissions produced by the
installation.
- Presentation of the different alternatives studied. Justification of the choice of the final
solution, in environmental matters.
- Evaluation of the direct or indirect foreseeable effects of the project on the population,
fauna, flora, ground, air, water, climatic factors, landscape and goods (including the
artistic patrimony, the historical and the archaeological ones).
- Anticipated measures to reduce, to eliminate or to compensate the significant
environmental effects.
- Program of environmental monitoring.
- Summary of the study and conclusions in easily comprehensible terms.
The sixth and last point is particularly important, as the EIA (as well as the DIA by the way)
will be published in order to let the population know about the project. It is well known that a
public informed will be more open-minded about such projects. The crisis of Tchernobyl and
the way the French authorities have dealt with it is a good example of public misinformation
and its dangers.

4.2.3.

Planning of licensing

As we can see, many needed pieces of information are the same for the EIA and for the
request of the previous authorization. That is why they are produced in parallel. They will be
published together in the BOE. ENRESA should hand them to the Spanish administration
before the end of 2006 or at the beginning of 2007 if they want to be ready in 2011. A draft of
the plan of the project’s licensing could be this one:
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Fig 4.2
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Planning of licensing (request above, response of the authorities below)
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5. Financial aspect
5.1. Initiation of the financial study
Once again, I will not here pretend to do a deep study exploring each aspect of the matter.
Even if it would be for sure fascinating, it is not my purpose. The objective is to collect
information, to use tools to analyze it, and to keep in mind order of magnitude.

Construction

Exploitation

Project
superintendent

Building owner

Ingeniería

Titular

Maître d’œuvre

Maître d’ouvrage

Trans. 5.1 Project management vocabulary

One of the first thing to know is who is in
charge
during
construction
(project
superintendent), and who is in charge during
operation of the facility. For the Spanish AFRI,
ENRESA is the building owner, but we still
don’t know who will be the project
superintendent. What it is known for sure is
that the entire project’s cost will finally be
managed by ENRESA.

The only public information concerning this budget is its global estimate: 1G€. It is the figure
presented at the Spanish congress on the 27th of April 2006 [15]. I will try and detail this
budget into the usual 3 type of costs in building engineering: land, construction, and
exploitation.

5.2. Detailed costs
5.2.1.

Land

As computed before, the needed surface would be approximately 10 000 m2 for the storage
area (cf. 3.2.6.3). If we add the hot cell, the unloading zone, the investigation center, a few
offices and the parking, it doubles this figure.
If we take the estimate of 200€/m2, it would mean around 4M€. As I don’t have the needed
data, I am not able to compare the 3 locations, but it would be interesting to do it. Vandellos,
on the Catalan coast should be probably a bit more expensive place.
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Construction

Construction is always the more expensive thing in that kind of project. By its size and by the
high quality of the material and their making process, the AFRI is as expensive as
In construction section are included all the technical studies, the licensing process, and the
construction in itself. Each time, there are human and material costs. Material cost of the last
subpart quoted will be obviously much more expensive than any other material cost.

5.2.3.

Operating

In the study of the 2nd PGRR [14], construction and exploitation costs were of the same order,
because the AFRI was a containers type. Therefore, the exploitation was much more
expensive because including the purchase of expensive containers.
Vault type is cheaper at the exploitation, but requires an important investment at the
construction. The human resources during exploitation are the same: around 150 employees.

5.3. Global review and financiering
All the detailed costs are estimations. I was hoping to get a real budget from ENRESA, but I
didn’t succeed to get it, and I had to deduce those figures. The purpose is not to present here
real figures, they are not real. But it allowed considering the orders of magnitude, and a
supposed repartition of the global budget of 1G€.
Costs [M€]
Land
Construction technical studies
licensing process
materials of construction
HR during the construction
Exploitation maintenance cost
HR during the exploitation
TOTAL

Table 5.1 cost of the AFRI
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40
20
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350
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192
1000

total [M€]
40
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As far as the financiering is concerned, ENRESA already have all the needed liquidity. We
can check it in its annual report of 2004 [26] and explain it thanks to the law 24/2005 [27].
For every kWh sold by a NPP, the NPP owner has to pay to ENRESA around 0.188 c€.
Because of this law, ENRESA is planning the construction of the AFRI for a very long time
(the 2nd PGRR was published in 1989). It is very logical, as they have to motivate the fee
quoted above with detailed estimations.
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Conclusions
This end of work assignment gives an overall sum up of the issues brought up by the Spanish
Away From Reactor Installation (AFRI). Main facts and figures are the following:
•

Thanks to the database produced for the CSN, it can be estimated (with NPP’s
lifetime of 40 years) that Spain will have to store 7052 tU (20863 spent Fuel
Assemblies) and 30t of high level wastes. It is a necessity to activate this facility as
soon as possible, as almost all of the 8 NPP still operational will need to empty the
pool before the end of their lifetime. It would be nonsense to build an On Site
Installation for each of them.

•

Three NPP could, from my point of view, host this facility: Trillo, Zorita, and Vandellos.
From a technical point of view, the difference is slight. I would never the less keep on
thinking that the isolated but central sites of Trillo and Zorita are ideal. The extension
of the railroad to the facility is to be considered

•

The vault system chosen by ENRESA is the best adapted for dealing with important
number of parcels. Besides, its versatility will enable to deal with FA of different
dimensions, burnup, enrichment… The facility, licensed for 80 years, would contain
more than 800 silos and extract until 3MW of heat by natural convection. The
shielding of the vault would be concrete walls 1,5m thick, thus complying with the
radiological protection requirements. The Netherlander AFRI (“HABOG”) will be the
reference of design.

•

This project is a challenging one because of its tight schedule, and high cost of delay.
Licensing process and construction have to be accomplished before January 2011,
deadline for the coming back of the wastes coming from the reprocess of the spent
fuel of Vandellos1. Even if alternative emergency solutions exist for those wastes,
none are satisfying.

•

From a financial point of view, this project has been planned from a long while. The
available budget is well known, and ready to liquidity. Without problem of financiering
but the sticking to the existing budget of 1G€, managing this mission will be a
technical task and not a monetary one.

Many other potential studies are still to be done concerning the AFRI: mechanical, thermal,
nuclear, or managing reports. And in addition to the technical work, a communication one has
to be done to get this project known and accepted by the public. It will be one of the next
steps for the Spanish nuclear industry to get the Spanish population’s approval.
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